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Handheld MPI Electromagnets
Johnson & Allen manufacture a range of handheld 
electromagnets (yokes) for use in magnetic particle inspection 
processes. Yokes feature two legs each with two points of 
articulation and include a thermal cut-out to prevent burnouts 
from misuse. Yokes are manufactured in-house and are supplied 
individually serialised, lift tested and issued with a certificate of 
conformity as standard. Available in 110V and 230V variants 
with replacement parts and repair services also available.
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Key Features 
Voltage 110V or 230V

Frequnecy 50Hz or 60Hz

Warranty 12 Months

JAY
Description: The JAY has been a core product in our MPI equipment range for over 25 years 
and has a proven track record for usability, durability and reliability. The core is encapsulated 
in a hard-wearing, impact and abrasion resistant polymer which makes the JAY one of the 
most heavy-duty yokes on the NDT market. Supplied in a heavy-duty canvas bag.

Weight: 3.25kg

Rating: IP56

JAYSON
Description: The JAYSON is an alternative to the JAY with the cores mounted on the leg 
sections to minimise the profile of the yoke and with the switch mounted on the spine. The 
cores are encapsulated in a hard-wearing, impact and abrasion resistant polymer, making the 
JAYSON suitable for most NDT environments. Supplied in a heavy-duty canvas bag.
 
Weight: 2.7kg

Rating: IP56

JAYMI
Description: The JAYMI is a lightweight yoke built with comfort in mind while still delivering 
similar performance to other heavier yokes. The core is housed within an ergonomic injection  
moulded shell made from an abrasion and chemical resistant plastic incorporating a  
number of rubber gaskets to retard fluid ingress. The JAYMI is recyclable and complies with 
the EU WEEE Directive for the disposal of electrical waste products. Supplied in a heavy-duty  
plastic case with foam inserts.

Weight: 2.3kg

Rating: IP54


